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Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan Season 2 In the second season of Tom Clancy's
Jack Ryan, after tracking a potentially suspicious shipment of illegal arms
in the Venezuelan jungle, CIA Officer Jack Ryan, portrayed by John
Krasinski (A Quiet Place), heads down to South America to investigate. As
Jack's investigation threatens to uncover a far-reaching conspiracy, the
President of Venezuela launches a counter-attack that hits home for Jack,
leading him and his fellow operatives on a global mission spanning the
United States, UK, Russia, and Venezuela to unravel the President's
nefarious plot and bring stability to a country on the brink of chaos.
Paramount
Airplane 40th Anniversary Voted "one of the 10 funniest movies ever
made" by the American Film Institute, Airplane! is a masterpiece of
off-the-wall comedy. Featuring Robert Hays as an ex-fighter pilot f-rced to
take over the controls of an airliner when the flight crew succumbs to
food poisoning, Julie Hagerty as his girlfriend/stewardess/co-pilot, and a
cast of all-stars including Robert Stack, Lloyd Bridges, Peter Graves, Leslie
Nielsen, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar... and more! Their hilarious high jinks spoof
airplane disaster flicks, religious zealots, television commercials, romantic
love... the list whirls by in rapid succession. And the story races from one
moment of zany fun to the next! Paramount
Batwoman Season One Kate Kane never planned to be Gothams new
vigilante. After Batman disappeared, Gotham was in despair. Until she
returned. Armed with a passion for justice and a flair for speaking her
mind, she soars through the shadowed streets of Gotham as Batwoman.
But dont call her a hero yet. In a city desperate for a savior, she must first
overcome her own demons before becoming Gothams symbol of hope.
Warner
The Outsider: Season One Based on Stephen King’s bestselling novel of
the same name, The Outsider is a new drama series that follows a
seemingly straightforward investigation into the gruesome murder of a
local boy. When 11-year-old Frankie Peterson’s body is found mutilated in
the Georgia woods, police detective Ralph Anderson (Ben Mendelsohn)
sets out to investigate – with eyewitnesses and physical evidence pointing
to Terry Maitland (Jason Bateman), a popular high school teacher, Little
League coach, doting husband and father. While the case appears ironclad,
Ralph is baffled by the emergence of contradictory evidence that places
his suspect in a neighboring city at the time of the murder. The mysterious
set of circumstances surrounding this horrifying crime leads Ralph, a
seasoned cop still grieving the recent death of his own son, to bring in
unorthodox private investigator Holly Gibney (Cynthia Erivo), whose
uncanny abilities he hopes will help explain the unexplainable. HBO
Scoob A fully animated, full-length Scooby-Doo action adventure for the
whole family, "SCOOB!" is the never-before told stories of Scooby-Doo's
origins and the greatest mystery in the career of Mystery Inc. "SCOOB!"
reveals how lifelong friends Scooby and Shaggy first met and how they
joined with young detectives Fred, Velma and Daphne to form the famous
Mystery Inc. Now, with hundreds of cases solved and adventures shared,
Scooby and the gang face their biggest, most challenging mystery ever: a
plot to unleash the ghost dog Cerberus upon the world. As they race to
stop this global "dogpocalypse," the gang discovers that Scooby has a
secret legacy and an epic destiny greater than anyone imagined. Warner
House of Hummingbird Set in 1994 in Seoul, a touching coming-of-age
drama centered around the quiet, unexceptional eighth-grader Eun-Hee (
Ji-hu Park ). Struggling to make passing grades and subject to non-stop
screaming at home, she spends her time finding meaning in the love and
friendships of her peers, in shoplifting, and in karaoke bars. It's in her cram
school professor Yong-Ji ( Sae-byeok Kim ), however, that Eun-Hee finds
the answers that she seeks, as the two form an unlikely friendship. Well Go
The Sin of Nora Moran Convicted of murder, Nora Moran is facing death
by electrocution. As in Kane, Nora's life is shown out of chronology in a
series of flashbacks seen from the points of view of some who figured in it
and who themselves are revealed as complex and contradictory
characters. The scenes are unified with off-screen narration; there is even
conversation between Nora and the offscreen storytellers about events
and fantasies still in the future. This complex structure gains real
emotional impact with some first-rate dialogue, a beautiful score by
uncredited Heinz Roemheld, a fine cast of reliable character actors of the
time (including unbilled surprise appearances) and a luminous
performance by Zita Johann as Nora. When The Sin Of Nora Moran was
made, Miss Johan was married to John Houseman, soon to become Orson
Welles' partner in the Mercury Theater and a likely conduit for Welles'
awareness of this film's unusual design. Film Detective
Valley of the Gods Valley of the Gods contrasts abundance and poverty
through three separate storylines, featuring a middle-class writer
(Harnett), an eccentric trillionaire (Malkovich), and a struggling Navajo
community. Post-divorce, copywriter John Ecas undertakes the biography
of the richest man on earth, who is dead-set on mining sacred lands for
uranium. When modern advance runs afoul of long-dormant guardians
from ancient legend, even the most unimaginable wealth may soon meet
its match. Well Go
Exit Plan Insurance agent Max, in the midst of a crisis solving the difficult
case of a married man's disappearance, uncovers the secretive Hotel
Aurora. This hotel is an exclusive and remote luxury resort specializing in
suicide. Max reveals a disturbing truth that causes him to question life,
death, and his own understanding of reality. Exit Plan is a disturbing
psychological wake-up call about the meaning of life in an intense power
struggle over the right to one's own life and sanity. Screen Media

